Standards for Material Handling and Facilities Equipment Proofload Testing

Proofload testing is the application of specific weight-load configurations to verify the structural and mechanical integrity of equipment within design working capacities. Usually, a design engineer must refer to numerous publications for information on each type of equipment. A comprehensive document is now available which provides information on verifying the safety of material handling and facilities equipment (MH/FE), ranging from monorail systems to ladders and non-powered mobile equipment. These testing standards can save considerable time for technical personnel, and should be quite valuable to many industrial organizations.

Seven categories of MH/FE equipment are defined: portable lifting; portable hoisting; fixed hoisting; rigging; miscellaneous special; miscellaneous handling; and ladders. Portable lifting equipment includes fork lift trucks, miscellaneous lift trucks, lift work platforms and jacks. The requirements for proofload testing each item are given, as well as tilt tests and special attachment tests for determining capacity limitations.

The second category contains mobile and portable gantry cranes, and portable gantry cranes with integral hoists and interchangeable hoists. Proofload test instructions are comprehensive.

Fixed hoisting equipment includes fixed hoists, bridge and jib cranes, and monorail systems. Testing instructions include support equipment such as bridge rails and supports.

Rigging equipment contains items such as chains, wire ropes, forged steel links and shackles, turnbuckles and related items. Tables are detailed and give safe working loads for reduction of rated capacities of chain due to wear, and other pertinent information. The allowable wire break data and wear on mine hoist ropes are particularly noteworthy. Attachments used in conjunction with rigging equipment are also categorized, and the manner of their testing is described.

The fifth category, miscellaneous special equipment, includes vacuum slings, pneumatic grip slings, and air pads. The next breakdown lists non-transporting type equipment such as work and access platforms, work stands, portable or stationary fixtures, storage racks, bins, and related equipment.

The last category, ladders, characterizes those made of metal, wood, portable, straight and extension ladders, platform, two-sided workstands, and fixed vertical ladders. Tests for bending, column and hardware, rung strength, and other characteristics are outlined, illustrated and described.

The information in these kinds of testing is extremely important for industry, and essential for companies manufacturing, assembling or handling costly items. These data represent updated information retrieved from state-of-the-art documentation.
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